
Focusky Presentation Software Surprises Users
with its Animation Editor
Focusky can make the presentation with
more surprises. With the high path
animation effect, users can express the
ideas in more engaging way. 

HONGKONG, CHINA, October 27, 2016
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Focusky
presentation software, overwhelming
majority of customer support and trust,
makes an official announcement on the
design and development of the Action
Path animation effect, making it the
bellwether in the field of presentation
making. 

Undoubtedly, it is the most encouraging
news to the industry. At this very
moment, a trend of adding animation into
the presentation is being inspired. People
will love this design and creation. Action
path makes the presentation more than a
video; it makes it the animated video
one. It is the users that create all the
detail of their animated video
presentation. Focusky has users dive
into the glamorous world of video
presentation creating. 

It must have reasons why the action path
effect is driven. It appeals to broad and
general audiences. If the effects of
entrance, emphasis and exit make the
objects move on the canvas, then the
action path keep the objects moving on
the canvas. Only with this key feature can
action path win popularity around the
society, making Focusky presentation sofware outstandingly different from others. 

Senior engineer Kwok from Focusky said, “We are devoted to helping users make outstanding
presentation. Their satisfaction keeps us momentum. Now, we have got a breakthrough in our
Animation Editor, the Action Path Effect.” “With this outstanding function, users could be the only
person to control the objects in the presentation. Create it and keep it moving during presenting.” he
added. 

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://focusky.com/


Action path gives a stationary object life.
Below are the benefits of applying action
path in the presentation. 
•		Catch much more attention
•	 Add the frequency of interactions
•		Boost conversation rates
•	Gain more cooperation opportunities

For more, please visit Focusky site.

About Focusky
Located in Hong Kong, China, Focusky is
the amazing tool for a killer business
presentation. It is easy to make
awesome visual experience for audience
with this presentation software. 
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